Buick rendezvous motor

The Buick Rendezvous , introduced in the spring of as a model year vehicle, is a Midsize
crossover SUV that was sold by Buick for the â€” model years. As a four-door crossover with a
front engine and optional all-wheel drive Versatrak , the Rendezvous featured a four-speed
automatic transmission with a V-6 engine. The Rendezvous provided a passenger and load
carrying capacity not seen in the Buick lineup since the discontinuation of the Buick
Roadmaster Station Wagon in It was Buick's first truck in its lineup since , and the Rendezvous
was billed as a combination of the best attributes of a minivan large cargo capacity, seating for
up to seven , a luxury automobile ride, handling, smoothness and a sport utility vehicle truck
styling and available all wheel drive. In lieu of four-wheel drive , the Rendezvous offered
Versatrak , a full-time, fully automatic all-wheel drive system which provided sure-footed
traction in inclement weather and could handle moderate off-road surfaces. Buick benchmarked
their Park Avenue sedan as the prototypical target for ride and handling for the Rendezvous. In
order to provide a luxurious and responsive car-like ride, all Rendezvous came equipped with a
fully independent rear suspension system regardless of optional content or trim level. The
Rendezvous' instrument cluster detailing featured teal illuminated needles and numbers set in a
silver face accented by chrome trim rings that was meant to evoke the luxurious look and feel of
an expensive watch or designer bracelet. On the uplevel CXL model, a driver information center
on the instrument panel provided the outside temperature, compass functions, a trip computer
that included readings of fuel economy, range and fuel used. An optional second generation
heads-up display was also available. This was also available in the CX model. The Rendezvous
boasted the ability to carry seven passengers when equipped with a third-row bench, a
class-leading feature that Buick brought to market before its competitors and is able to carry
within its interior a standard 4'x 8' sheet of plywood. In support of the Rendezvous' intended
role as a versatile accoutrement for busy people with families, it provided a center console with
storage space and power points for a laptop computer as well as a separate spots to hold a
purse, a cell phone, pager or other small items that the owner would want to keep organized and
readily accessible as well as an optional rear cargo organizer system and rear seat stereo
system controls with headsets. The Rendezvous was a badly needed success for Buick, given
the decline of its aging customer base, and singlehandedly brought a large number of younger,
wealthier "conquest" buyers into Buick showrooms who otherwise would not have considered
purchasing a Buick. The Rendezvous handily exceeded GM's predictions of 30, to 40, units a
year by a large margin, which helped offset the poor sales of the Pontiac Aztek with which it
shared its Ramos Arizpe, Mexico, assembly line. Commercials featuring Tiger Woods aired
during the Buick Classic golf tournament. All the participants ended up inside a Rendezvous,
with Woods driving and saying, "I guess we're not in Kansas anymore. Woods says, "What?
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Complaint. SUV was over heating, got two estamints and thy confirmed it is the head gaskets.
Have had to replace head caskets two times since I bought this now having problems with gas
smell when I turn on heater whats next its got about miles on - North Canton, OH, USA. Vehicle
overheated to the maximum, then it stalled. I waited a bit and was able to restart it. The temp.
Returned to normal. While continuing to drive home at 35 mi per hr. It stalled again, and I was
able to restart it, and make it home. I phoned my mechanic, and had it towed there. He informed
me there was water in the exhaust which indicated expensive head gasket problems. He
suggested I sell this vehicle asap. I had only owned it 2 months! On a city street. Very

dangerous! Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a Buick Rendezvous. The contact stated
that the oil pan of the vehicle leaked oil onto the floor of the garage. The failure was recurring.
The contact stated that the vehicle was diagnosed and that the oil pan needed to be replaced.
The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was 33, The VIN was not available. We found out that we had a problem with my wife's
vehicle. Initially, the vehicle was stationary. I took it to get an oil change and was asked to come
into the shop to be shown that the antifreeze was like yogurt in the reservoir. We were told that
we needed a coolant flush. We were told that there was no open recall but yet there was
litigation going on regarding dex-cool antifreeze and that it was causing all of the problems that
were and are having with this vehicle. On, Thursday, July 9th , I tried to start my vehicle, it
started but the ignition seemed to keep trying to start. None of the start up lights worked oil,
brake, service engine, seat belt , so I knew something was wrong. I turned the engine off and
tried restarting it and it wouldn't start. I kept trying to start it for about 10 minutes. I finally gave
up and went inside. I came back out and tried to start it again about 15 minutes later and it
started up just fine and everything was working inside. On Monday, July 13th , I tried to start it
and nothing happened. I waited about 10 minutes and it started right up like nothing was ever
wrong. I feel like there's a problem with the ignition somewhere. I'm afraid of what will happen if
the car stalls while I'm driving it. The ABS seems to come and go as it pleases as well, I don't
know if there have been any complaints about that. To get going you have to release the gas
and press lightly. I loss power, esp. Going uphill since it needs more to go, but you can't give it
more gas else it won't go. You can gain speed, but very slowly and anytime you depress the gas
pedal further it again fails. Replaced three wheel bearings, all brakes, two calipers and the
throttle position sensor. Nothing shows on the readout except for the front bearings aren't
reading right, but they're brand new and have been re-checked for defect. Still that hasn't fixed
the issue. Upon problem has actually been occurring for almost two months now. The car
stopped automatically at a stop light on a major hwy. I thought quickly and put it in neutral
thank you jesus it started. I could have been rear ended. That is a major problem it does it
periodically. I never know when its going to do it I have replaced the wheel hub assembly on the
rear 5 times and 2 on the front.. My speedometer has quit working and the other gauges work
when they feel like it. It seems. I am always putting wheel hub assembly on it. That gets very
expensive.. The contact stated while driving approximately 75 mph, there was a sudden loss of
engine power as the electronic throttle control warning lamp illuminated. The vehicle was taken
to a dealer where the failure was unable to be diagnosed. The failure mileage was 97, The
current mileage was approximately , When turning into my driveway the engine shuts off losing
all steering. This has happened several times in the past since usually when turning right from a
stop sign or turning right into my driveway. Update: Prior issues were due to BCM failure which
that was my assumption based on numerous owner reviews. This part is a major safety issue if
fails and Buick is aware and won't recall. These should last for the life of the vehicle.
Occasionally one will go bad but shouldn't. The contact stated that while driving 35 mph, the
engine stalled as the check engine light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer on
numerous occasions but they could not determine the cause of the stalling failure. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , Not what you are looking for?
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sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
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odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a

car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For more information go to
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1 - 3 of 3 results. Nov 21, Works perfect. Terry Williams. Purchased on Nov 09, Nov 08, It was
real easy to install. LaVeLL Chadburn. Purchased on Oct 19, Jul 15, I do recommend highly,
buying this brand of motor mount. Price was right, was here pretty quick and did exactly what it
was made to do!! No more vibration at red lights or accelerating!! Very happy!! Thanks Rock
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